
„Personally, I'm especially 
excited about the intuitive 

usability." 
. . . . . .

Short training times and a data model that is easy to 
understand - sellify has become THE central system 

for our dtms customers for all information about 
prospects, customers, suppliers and business 

partners. The integration of further data sources, 
such as billing, accounting or ticket systems is also 
possible without any problems and enables a 360 

degree view of all processes.

sellify customer testimonials



sellify in telecommunications.
dtms about sellify.

The customized software for dtms.  
. . . . . .

dtms is a customer of the first hour and significantly involved in the success of sellify. The existing CRM 
system of dtms was extensively adapted to the individual requirements and processes by business//acts 

as a service provider over many years. After the cooperation between the manufacturer of this CRM 
system and business//acts ended, our customer of dtms did not want to find a new system administrator 

and partner for the customizing of this system, they wanted directly a new CRM system: sellify!

"business//acts convinced us with their 
straightforward and solution-oriented 
attitude." 
For our customers at dtms, it was important to 
continue using a CRM system that can be 
adapted to individual needs in a cost-effective 
and releasable manner. The examined CRM 
solutions on the market could not offer this. At 
the time of the decision, business//acts and 
dtms had already been working together for 10 
years. Thereby a good understanding for the 
processes of dtms developed. 

"We consider it a success that we introduced 
sellify." 
The great trust on both sides and the deep 
insights over the years into the technical 
platform for sellify made the decision easy.
With sellify, dtms can exactly cover all 
requirements due to extensively implemented 
customizations. Furthermore, due to the agility 
of sellify, it is possible to continuously react to 
the constantly growing requirements and 
changing processes. The technically and 
professionally smooth implementation of this 
system is also a significant advantage for our 
customers of dtms.
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